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SUMMARY

RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) lies at the core of dy-
namic control of gene expression. Using 53 RNAPII
point mutants, we generated a point mutant epistatic
miniarray profile (pE-MAP) comprising �60,000
quantitative genetic interactions in Saccharomyces
cerevisiae. This analysis enabled functional assign-
ment of RNAPII subdomains and uncovered connec-
tions between individual regions and other protein
complexes. Using splicing microarrays and mutants
that alter elongation rates in vitro, we found an in-
verse relationship between RNAPII speed and in vivo
splicing efficiency. Furthermore, the pE-MAP classi-
fied fast and slow mutants that favor upstream and
downstream start site selection, respectively. The
striking coordination of polymerization rate with
transcription initiation and splicing suggests that
transcription rate is tuned to regulate multiple gene
expression steps. The pE-MAP approach provides
a powerful strategy to understand other multifunc-
tional machines at amino acid resolution.

INTRODUCTION

Alterations within a genome often cause specific as well as

global phenotypic changes to a cell. Combining two alterations

in the same cell allows for measurement of the genetic interac-

tion between them: negative genetic interactions (synthetic

sick/lethal) arise when two mutations in combination cause a

stronger growth defect than expected from the single mutations.

This is often observed for factors participating in redundant path-
ways or as nonessential components of the same essential com-

plex. In contrast, positive interactions occur when the double

mutant is either no sicker (epistatic) or healthier (suppressive)

than the sickest single mutant (Beltrao et al., 2010) andmay indi-

cate that the factors are components of a nonessential complex

and/or that the factors perform antagonizing roles in the cell.

However, single genetic interactions are often difficult to inter-

pret in isolation; an interaction pattern for a given mutation can

be more informative, as it reports on the phenotype in a large

number of mutant backgrounds (Schuldiner et al., 2005; Tong

et al., 2004). These genetic profiles provide highly specific read-

outs that can be used to identify genes that are functionally

related (Beltrao et al., 2010).

One of the first organisms to be genetically interrogated on a

large scale was Saccharomyces cerevisiae (S. cerevisiae), in

which nonquantitative genetic interaction data could be

collected using the SGA (synthetic genetic array) (Tong et al.,

2004) or dSLAM (heterozygous diploid-based synthetic lethality

analysis on microarrays) (Pan et al., 2004) approaches. We

developed a technique termed epistatic miniarray profile

(E-MAP) (Collins et al., 2010; Schuldiner et al., 2005; Schuldiner

et al., 2006), which utilizes the SGA methodology and allows for

the quantitative collection of genetic interaction data on func-

tionally related subsets of genes, including those involved in

chromatin regulation (Collins et al., 2007b), RNA processing

(Wilmes et al., 2008), signaling (Fiedler et al., 2009), or plasma

membrane function (Aguilar et al., 2010). However, the vast

majority of systematic genetic screening interrogates deletions

of nonessential genes or hypomorphic knockdown alleles of

essential genes. Because many genes, especially essential

ones, are multifunctional, these methods perturb all activities

associated with a given gene product.

Here, we describe an important advance of the E-MAP

approach, which allows us to address higher levels of complexity
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by examining the genetic interaction space of point mutant

alleles of multifunctional genes in a technique that we term point

mutant E-MAP (pE-MAP). This method greatly increases the res-

olution achievable by gene function analysis, as it allows assign-

ment of specific genetic relationships to individual residues and

domains. In this study, we have used the pE-MAP approach to

functionally dissect RNAPII using alteration-of-function alleles

in five different subunits of the enzyme. Using the genetic data,

we assign transcriptional activity and specific functions to

different residues and regions of RNAPII. By examining the rela-

tionship between transcription rate and genetic interaction part-

ners, transcription-rate-sensitive factors were revealed. Through

the characterization of multiple stages of gene regulation,

including start site selection, transcription elongation rate, and

mRNA splicing, the pE-MAP technique has provided both global

and specific insight into structure-function relationships of

RNAPII. We propose this strategy as a useful paradigm for the

high-resolution interrogation of any multifunctional protein.

RESULTS

A Set of Alleles for the Functional Dissection of RNAPII
To identify residues that are important for transcriptional regula-

tion in vivo, we isolated RNAPII alleles that confer one or more of

the following transcription-related phenotypes: suppression of

galactose sensitivity in gal10D56 (GalR) (Greger and Proudfoot,

1998; Kaplan et al., 2005), the Spt� phenotype (Winston and

Sudarsanam, 1998), or mycophenolic acid (MPA) sensitivity

(Shaw and Reines, 2000) (for additional details, see Figure 1A

and the Experimental Procedures). Each of these phenotypes re-

lates to a gene-specific transcription defect that can be moni-

tored using plate assays (Figure 1A). Random mutagenesis by

PCR was carried out on the entire coding regions of RNAPII sub-

unit genes RPB2, RPB3, RPB7, and RPB11 and most of RPO21/

RPB1 (Experimental Procedures). These genes encode the

essential subunits that are unique to RNAPII (Rpb5, Rpb6,

Rpb8, Rpb10, and Rpb12 are shared with RNAPI and RNAPIII,

and Rpb4 and Rpb9 are nonessential) (Archambault and Friesen,

1993). In total, 53 single point mutants were identified that exhibit

at least one of these phenotypes (Kaplan et al., 2012) (Figure 1B

and Figure S1 and Table S1 available online).

Analysis of the distribution of phenotypes relative to the

RNAPII structure suggested that our alleles might be diverse in

their functions. GalR and MPA-sensitive mutations were broadly

distributed, whereas those with the Spt� phenotype were less

common and more localized (Figure 1B and Table S1). The

screens identified mutations in highly conserved residues and

structural domains known to be important for RNAPII activity,

including the Rpb1 trigger loop, the Rpb1 bridge helix, and the

Rpb2 lobe and protrusion (Cramer et al., 2001; Gnatt et al.,

2001; Kaplan, 2013) (Table S1). Quantitatively measuring the ge-

netic interactions of specific residues might provide insight into

the functions of these RNAPII regions and could therefore also

identify protein-protein interaction interfaces.

An RNAPII Point Mutant Epistatic Miniarray Profile
The 53 RNAPII point mutants (Figure 1B) were crossed against

�1,200 deletion and DAmP (decreased abundance by mRNA
776 Cell 154, 775–788, August 15, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.
perturbation) alleles (Schuldiner et al., 2005) (Table S1), which

represent all major biological processes. Thus, a quantitative

pE-MAP comprising �60,000 double mutants was created

(Table S2; http://interactome-cmp.ucsf.edu). Two-dimensional

hierarchical clustering of these data effectively grouped

together genes from known complexes and pathways based

on their interactions with the point mutants (Figure S2 and

Data S1). Previous studies have demonstrated that genes

encoding proteins that physically associate often have similar

genetic interaction profiles (Collins et al., 2007b; Roguev

et al., 2008). The data derived from the point mutants could

differ in this respect, as it is based on only five subunits of a

single molecular machine. A receiver operating characteristic

(ROC) curve was therefore generated to measure how well

the genetic profiles of the deletion and DAmP mutants in the

pE-MAP predict known physical interactions between their en-

coded proteins (Experimental Procedures). It was found that

the predictive power of the pE-MAP is similar to that of a pre-

viously published E-MAP (Collins et al., 2007b), indicating that

the genetic interactions of the RNAPII point mutants report on

connections among virtually all cellular processes (Figures 2A

and S2 and Data S1).

Next, to examine whether the spatial location of a mutated

residue is a determinant of its function, we compared the sim-

ilarity of pairs of RNAPII genetic profiles to the three-dimen-

sional distance between the mutated residues (Wang et al.,

2006). We observed a strong correlation (r = �0.37, p <

10�22) (Table S2), and the trend is significant both for residue

pairs residing in the same subunit (r = �0.25, p < 10�5) and

for those in different subunits (r = �0.28, p < 10�6) (Figure 2B).

This suggests that structural proximity correlates with functional

similarity and that high-resolution genetic interaction profiling

could provide information for targets whose structures have

not yet been determined.

Comparison of Genetic and Gene Expression Profiles
Derived from the RNAPII Alleles
To determine whether any given genetic interaction might result

from the point mutation affecting the expression of the corre-

sponding gene, we subjected 26 of the RNAPII mutants to

genome-wide gene expression analysis (Table S2; GEO

accession number: GSE47429). We found no correlation (r =

�0.003) between an RNAPII mutant’s genetic interaction

score with a gene deletion or DAmP allele and the expres-

sion change of that gene due to the RNAPII mutation (Fig-

ure 2C). Therefore, connections must be due to more

complex relationships between the mutated residues and the

library genes. Nonetheless, these data sets allowed us to

test whether the clustering of the RNAPII mutants in the pE-

MAP (Figure S2 and Data S1) could be recapitulated using

their gene expression profiles. We thus assessed pair-wise

RNAPII mutant similarity based on genetic and gene expression

profiles separately and found that these two measures are

highly correlated (r = 0.71; Figure 2D). Therefore, these orthog-

onal data sets provide a common biological framework for

functionally organizing the RNAPII mutants, allowing us to

study the underlying biology behind these mutants and their

phenotypes.

http://interactome-cmp.ucsf.edu
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Figure 1. Generation and Selection of

RNAPII Point Mutants

(A) RNAPII point mutants were screened for

three transcription-related phenotypes. (GalR, left)

Deletion of the major GAL10 p(A) site (gal10D56)

results in RNAPII readthrough and interference

with initiation at GAL7, causing a Gal-sensitive

phenotype. GalR mutants increase GAL10 30 end
formation/termination, thereby rescuing GAL7

expression. (MPA, middle) Mycophenolic acid

(MPA) inhibits IMP-dehydrogenase (IMPDH)-

dependent GTP synthesis but is counteracted by

upregulation of an MPA-resistant form of IMPDH,

IMD2. Transcriptional defects that are sensitive to

low GTP levels or reduce IMD2 expression render

cells sensitive toMPA. (Spt�, right) Insertion of a Ty
retrotransposon into LYS2 (lys2-128v) results in

a lysine auxotrophy due to transcription block.

Certain mutants suppress lys2-128v and allow

expression of LYS2 due to activation of an internal

promoter. Spot tests to identify each phenotype

for three representative mutants are displayed.

(B) Positions, mutations, and phenotypes of the 53

single point mutants analyzed in the pE-MAP.

Colored lines represent subunit sequences, with

mutations denoted by residue numbers and single

letter amino acid codes for WT and mutant.

See also Figure S1 and Table S1.
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Figure 2. pE-MAP Interactions Span Numerous Biological Processes, Depend on Spatial Location of Mutated Residues, and Are Not Direct

Consequences of Changes in Gene Expression

(A) ROC curves comparing the power of genetic profile correlations from the pE-MAP (red) and an E-MAP focused on chromosome biology (Collins et al., 2007b)

(blue) to predict physical interactions between pairs of proteins (Collins et al., 2007a; Experimental Procedures). AROC, area under the curve.

(B) Genetic profile correlations between pairs of mutated residues compared to the three-dimensional distance between their a carbons. Blue points denote

residue pairs within the same RNAPII subunit; red points represent pairs in different subunits. Negatively correlated residue pairs were excluded, as were four

mutants of residues absent from the coordinate file (PDB ID: 2E2H) (Rpb1 D1502, Rpb7 V101, Rpb7 D166, and Rpb7 L168) (Wang et al., 2006). Correlations

between 0 and 0.2 are dimmed to highlight trends at higher correlations.

(C) Effect of RNAPII point mutations on gene expression, compared to the corresponding genetic interaction scores between RNAPII mutants and deletion/DAmP

alleles. All combinations of the 26 RNAPII mutants and 1,192 library genes/mutants that were examined via both pE-MAP and expression analyses are included.

No global changes in gene expression were observed (measured by spike-in control RNA; Experimental Procedures).

(D) Comparison between pairwise RNAPII mutant correlations of genetic interaction profiles and gene expression profiles.

See also Figure S2, Table S1, Table S2, and Data S1.
Functional Associations between RNAPII Residues and
Protein Complexes
In an effort to link individual RNAPII mutations to specific cellular

functions, data from the pE-MAP were compared to a published

genetic interaction data set containing profiles from >4,000

genes (Costanzo et al., 2010). These genes were classified

based on complex membership of their encoded proteins (Ben-

schop et al., 2010), and Mann-Whitney U statistics were used to
778 Cell 154, 775–788, August 15, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.
identify RNAPII mutants with high profile similarity to members of

specific complexes (Experimental Procedures, Figure 3A, and

Table S3). We uncovered a number of connections, including

several point mutants having similar genetic profiles to mutants

of components of Mediator and the Rpd3C(L) histone deacety-

lase complex (Carrozza et al., 2005; Keogh et al., 2005). Unex-

pectedly, we also observed that several RNAPII mutants

are significantly correlated genetically to kinetochore mutants
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Figure 3. Comparison of the pE-MAP with Previously Collected Genetic Interaction Data Reveals Functional Associations between RNAPII

Residues and Protein Complexes

(A) Module map depicting genetic similarity of RNAPII mutants with genes encoding the indicated protein complex subunits (Experimental Procedures). Edge

widths correspond to statistical significance of connections. Only RPB1 edges with a false discovery rate <0.1 are displayed. Four mutated residues linked to the

kinetochore are highlighted in blue, and the blow-up indicates their structural locations.

(B) Nineteen mutants were examined using a chromosome transmission fidelity (CTF) assay. The four kinetochore-linked mutants highlighted in (A) exhibit

chromosome loss in >15% of their colonies (blue bars), whereas unlinked mutants display no or weak phenotype (red bars, representative set).

See also Figure S3 and Table S3.
(Figure 3A). We carried out chromosome transmission fidelity

(CTF) assays on 19 of our RNAPII mutants, including those linked

specifically to the kinetochore (Experimental Procedures and

Table S3) (Spencer et al., 1990). Only four of the tested mutants

exhibited chromosome loss in more than 15% of their colonies,

and these were genetically linked to the kinetochore in our anal-

ysis and had similar genetic profiles to each other in our pE-MAP

(Figures 3A and 3B). Recent studies indicate that a certain level

of transcription by RNAPII at the centromere is required for
centromere function and high-fidelity chromosome segregation

in budding yeast (Ohkuni and Kitagawa, 2011). Using specific

constructs designed to ascertain centromere sensitivity to

transcriptional readthrough, we did not observe any defects in

kinetochore integrity in these RNAPII mutants (data not shown).

Ultimately, further work will be required to understand the

connection between these RNAPII point mutants and chromo-

some segregation. A full point mutant module map from alleles

of all subunits is presented in Figure S3.
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Figure 4. pE-MAP Profiles Differentiate between Subtle Changes in Transcription-Related Phenotypes and Identify RNAPII Mutations that

Affect Start Site Selection

(A) pE-MAP clustering in relation toMPA and Spt� phenotypes of alleles. The RNAPII alleles are clustered by pE-MAP profiles, and their colors indicate degrees of

MPA and Spt� phenotypes (determined from the spot tests).

(B) Effect of RNAPII mutations on start site selection at ADH1 determined by primer extension analysis. The heatmap describes the fractional change of start site

in each bin of the ADH1 schematic (bottom).

(C) Rpb1 I1327 and Rpb1 S713 connect to the TL (magenta). Mutations in I1327 could affect the structural region of the TL (E1103) via a network of loops and

helices in Rpb1 (gray), and S713 is close to the TL catalytic site in its open conformation, via a Rpb9 loop (orange). In particular, the proline substitution, S713P,

could result in structural changes affecting the TL. Coordinates for TL, Rpb9, and the S713 loop are from PDB ID 1Y1V (Kettenberger et al., 2004), and all others

are from 2E2H (Wang et al., 2006). The bridge helix is shown in cyan; template DNA, blue; nontemplate DNA, green; and RNA, red. The incoming GTP base is

colored by atom.

See also Figure S4, Table S4, and Data S1.
pE-MAP Identifies Alleles Involved in Start Site
Selection and Can Finely Distinguish between Different
Phenotypic Categories
What other transcription defectsmight underlie differences in the

genetic profiles of specific RNAPII alleles? Recent work has

shown that mutations in the Rpb1 trigger loop (TL), a dynamic

element in the active site that couples correct NTP substrate

recognition with catalysis, can alter transcription start site selec-

tion in vivo. For example, rpb1 E1103G shifts transcription start

site selection upstream at ADH1, whereas rpb1 H1085Y shifts

distribution of start sites downstream (Kaplan et al., 2012). The
780 Cell 154, 775–788, August 15, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc.
pE-MAP subcluster containing E1103G includes an additional

ten mutants in RPB1, RPB2, and RPB7 (Figure 4A and Data

S1). We examined eight of these for defects in start site selection

atADH1 by primer extension and found that, like E1103G, all had

a preference for upstream start site selection (Figures 4B, S4A,

and Table S4), consistent with their clustering with E1103G (Fig-

ure 4A). Four of these mutants are also in the TL (rpb1 F1084I,

M1079R, A1076T, and M1079V); however, two are in other

regions of Rpb1 (rpb1 I1327V and S713P). Further inspection

reveals that these are in close proximity to the TL (Figure 4C)

(Kettenberger et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2006), suggesting that



they too may directly regulate the active site. Interestingly, the

other two mutants tested are not close to the TL (rpb2 E328K

and rpb7 D166G); these mutations may allosterically impact

the active site or may function independently of the TL by recruit-

ing other factors to the transcription apparatus. Importantly,

rpb7 D166G is the first identified RPB7 mutation with a start

site defect. We additionally examined start site selection in

rpb4D and rpb6 Q100R, as both are expected to reduce the

association of Rpb4/Rpb7 with RNAPII (Edwards et al., 1991;

Tan et al., 2003). Neither altered start site selection at ADH1 (Fig-

ure S4B), indicating that the rpb7 D166G mutant exerts a unique

effect on RNAPII function (see Discussion). These data provide

an example of how mechanistic information on structure-func-

tion relationships can be extracted from the pE-MAP.

In our screening process, we had also identified an rpb2 allele

mutated at two residues in close proximity (E437G/F442S) within

the tip of the Rpb2 protrusion domain, whose genetic profile also

clusters with the upstream start site mutants (Figure S4C and

Table S2). The Rpb2 lobe and protrusion domains physically

contact TFIIF (Chen et al., 2007), and consistent with this, we

observed that, similar to what has been reported for TFIIF alleles

(Eichner et al., 2010; Ghazy et al., 2004) (Figure S6B), rpb2

E437G/F442S is sensitive to MPA (Figure S4D) and has a prefer-

ential upstream start site selection (Figure 4B) (see Discussion).

Additional rpb2 alleles that confer MPA sensitivity also map

near the protrusion (R120C) or to the lobe (D399H); however,

these did not alter ADH1 start site selection and are genetically

distinct from rpb1 E1103G or other rpb2 alleles, illustrating the

fine resolving power of the pE-MAP (Figures 4A and 4B).

Despite its unbiased nature, the pE-MAP precisely grouped

the mutants within the upstream start site cluster based on their

Spt� and MPA phenotypes in the plate assays (Figure 4A). How-

ever, there are other mutants with MPA or Spt� phenotypes that

did not exhibit upstream start preference and, notably, cluster

apart from the ones that do (Figures 4A, 4B, and S4A and Table

S4). These data collectively suggest that the pE-MAP has the

resolving power to categorize the mutations causing upstream

start site selection and, within this group, can further separate

them into specific Spt� and MPA phenotypic categories.

In Vitro Biochemical Activity Correlates with pE-MAP
Profiles and Gene Expression
We next focused on the genetic profiles of a series of active-site

mutants whose in vitro elongation rates range from <0.1 to >2-

fold that of WT RNAPII (Kaplan et al., 2008, 2012; Malagon

et al., 2006). This series allowed for addressing questions

regarding the in vivo consequences of altered elongation rates.

Clustering thesemutants based on their pE-MAP profiles yielded

two distinct subsets that differ by transcription rate: fast mutants

(rpb1 E1103G, L1101S, and F1084I) and slow mutants (rpb1

F1086S, N1082S, N479S, and H1085Q) (Figure 5A dendrogram).

The gene expression profiles of these mutants also group them

into the same two subsets. Thus, pairs of mutants with similar

in vitro transcription rates show highly similar genetic and

expression profiles (Figure 5B), indicating that altered catalytic

activity may likely be a defining feature in vivo.

We reasoned that, because combining two TL mutations that

individually increase and decrease elongation rate results in
RNAPII with near-WT elongation rate in vitro and growth rate

in vivo (Kaplan et al., 2012) (Figure S5A), these double mutants

would also exhibit near-WT pE-MAP and gene expression

profiles. Indeed, when we combine rpb1 E1103G (fast) and

F1086S (slow), we see very few high-scoring genetic interactions

compared to the single mutants and few genes whose expres-

sion changes by more than 1.7-fold (Figures 5C and 5D and

Table S2). Similar trends were observed in the genetic and

expression profiles of a rpb1 E1103G/N1082S double mutant

(data not shown). However, the pE-MAP and gene expression

assays had the resolving power to also identify a double mutant

(rpb1 E1103G/H1085Q) that deviated from this general rule

(Figures 5C and 5D and Table S2). Despite exhibiting partially

suppressive genetic and expression patterns, there are still

significant effects that correlate well with E1103G (Figure S5B),

suggesting a more complex genetic relationship with this double

mutant. Taken together, our double-mutant analyses are consis-

tent with the notion that the genetic interactions and gene

expression changes in fast and slow mutants are, for the most

part, defined by the catalytic activity of RNAPII.

Genome-wide and Gene-Specific Effects of Altering
Polymerase Speed on In Vivo Splicing Efficiency
Several steps in mRNA processing are coupled to the process of

transcription (Bentley, 2005). Based primarily on experiments

from metazoa, a kinetic coupling model has been invoked to

explain how decreasing polymerase speed affects the usage of

alternative splice sites, primarily favoring the recognition of other-

wise weak splice sites (de la Mata et al., 2011). We used the

RNAPII mutants that differ in their in vitro elongation rates to

determine whether this type of coupling exists in S. cerevisiae,

in which splice sites are of consensus or near-consensus

sequence and the sole readout is splicing efficiency. We used

splicing-sensitive microarrays to measure the change in total,

pre-mRNA, and mature mRNA for each intron-containing gene

(Figure 6A, top) in response to mutations in the RNAPII TL.

Many genes exhibit the reciprocal pre- andmature mRNA values

indicative of changes in splicing (Figure 6A, side panels), and to

allow facile comparison across multiple mutants, we calculated

pre-mRNA/mature mRNA ratios (Clark et al., 2002) for each

gene (Figure 6 and Table S5). Both gene-by-gene (Figure 6A)

and global (Figure 6B)measures show that rpb1mutants charac-

terized as fast in vitro (E1103GandG1097D) lead to an increase in

this ratio for many genes, which indicates a defect in the splicing

of those transcripts. Conversely, mutants with slow in vitro elon-

gation (H1085Q and F1086S) decrease this ratio for many genes,

a phenotype that is consistent with more efficient splicing. Thus,

the global trend that we observe is an anticorrelation between

polymerase rate and splicing efficiency (p < 10�5 for eachmutant

in Figure 6A compared to WT; Table S5). Using qPCR, we

confirmed this trend at several genes (Figure S6A) and found

that these genes exhibit between 1% and 40% unspliced

mRNA in WT but up to 70% in G1097D (data not shown).

Given that polymerase rate and splicing efficiency are anticor-

related, it follows that the TL double mutants (rpb1 E1103G/

F1086S and E1103G/H1085Q), which transcribe at near-WT

rate in vitro, should also exhibit near-WT splicing. Consistent

with this prediction, these strains had very few genes with
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Figure 5. pE-MAP and Expression Profiles Are Indicative of Biochemical Activity

(A) In vitro transcription rates from (Kaplan et al., 2012) and in vivo growth rates relative to WT for RNAPII active-site mutants. The dendrogram was generated via

hierarchical clustering of the genetic profiles. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals for transcription rates and SD for growth rates. Means and SD of

growth rates were derived from three technical replicates. Note that rpb1 G1097D was too sick for reproducible E-MAP analysis.

(B) In vitro transcription rate difference between pairs of active-site mutants in relation to their genetic and expression profile correlations.

(C) Residues H1085 and F1086 reside in the catalytic site of the TL, whereas E1103 is part of the distal flanking a helix that structurally constrains the TL in open

conformations. TL is shown in green (closed) andmagenta (open); template DNA, blue; and RNA, red. The incoming GTP base is colored by atom. Coordinates for

open TL are from PDB ID 1Y1V, and all others are from 2E2H.

(D) Counts of high-scoring interactions (pE-MAP score >3.3 [97.5 percentile] or <�5.1 [2.5 percentile]) in the complete genetic profiles or changes >1.7-fold in the

genome-wide expression profiles of the indicated RNAPII mutants. In vitro transcription rates are indicated on the scale on the right.

See also Figure S5.
splicing defects (Figure 6B and Table S5). Thus, suppressive re-

lationships are observed in the double mutants with respect to

growth, genetic and expression profiling, in vitro transcription

rate, and also mRNA splicing. Furthermore, slowing polymerase

by chemical means should phenocopy a genetically slow poly-

merase mutant. We therefore evaluated splicing in WT cells

treated with mycophenolic acid (MPA), which is known to

impede transcriptional elongation (Mason and Struhl, 2005). A

10 min MPA treatment resulted in even more genes with

improved splicing when compared to a slow polymerase mutant
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(Figure 6B, p < 10�15 compared to WT; Table S5), possibly

because MPA elicits an acute stress. Taken together, these

splicing phenotypes are consistent with a direct kinetic coupling

between elongation rate and splicing in vivo.

Genetic Interactions between RNAPII Alleles and Other
Mutants Reveal Relationships between Transcription
Factors and RNAPII Activity
The observation of growth suppression in the TL double mutants

(Kaplan et al., 2012) (Figure S5A) suggests that some of the
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(A) (Top) Microarray schematic for each intron-

containing gene: probe I (intron) hybridizes to pre-

mRNA, J (junction) to mature mRNA, and E (exon)

to both. (Center) Heatmap of I/J log2 ratios for the

slow (rpb1 H1085Q and F1086S) and fast (rpb1

E1103G and G1097D) mutants, corresponding to
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The side panels highlight a subset of genes that

behave reciprocally in fast and slow RNAPII

backgrounds.

(B) Number of genes exhibiting >20% change in

pre-mRNA-to-mature mRNA ratio (bars, scale on

left) and median I/J log2 ratio (asterisks, scale on

right) across entire array. MPA treatment was

10 min; WT denotes competitive hybridization

between two WT cultures. I/J denotes I/J log2
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See also Figure S6 and Table S5.
deletion/DAmP genetic interactors that were detected in the pE-

MAP might directly regulate, or collaborate with, RNAPII. We

reasoned that disruption of a positively acting transcription fac-

tor would result in positive genetic interactions (suppression)

with fast RNAPII mutants but negative interactions (synthetic

sickness) with slow mutants. Conversely, a negatively acting

factor would show opposite genetic trends. To identify these fac-

tors, the deletion/DAmP mutants were sorted based on the

difference in their average genetic interaction score with fast

and slow RNAPII mutants (Experimental Procedures, Figure 7A,

and Table S6). We focused on genes that behaved as positively

acting factors and observed that sub1D had the strongest

pattern in this regard. Interestingly, previous evidence has

implicated Sub1 as a positive factor in in vitro transcrip-

tion assays (reviewed in Conesa and Acker, 2010), as well as

in vivo (Garcı́a et al., 2012). The genetic relationships from

the pE-MAP were confirmed using standard growth assays in

which sub1D exacerbated slow RNAPII alleles (Figure 7B) and

partially suppressed fast RNAPII alleles (Figure 7C). Deletion of

SUB1 also exacerbated and suppressed the relevant RNAPII

mutant phenotypes (MPA, Spt�, and GalR) (Figure S7A) (as did

other mutants [Figure S7B]). Furthermore, gene expression anal-

ysis of sub1D, rpb1 E1103G, and sub1D/E1103G showed an

epistatic relationship between the E1103G mutant and sub1D

(Figure 7D), consistent with their positive interaction and sug-

gesting that a fast RNAPII mutant can bypass the requirement

for Sub1.

Our recent work has implicated changes in RNAPII activity

with the alteration of start site selection in vivo (Kaplan et al.,

2012) (Figure 4). Furthermore, Sub1 genetically interacts with

TFIIB (sua7) (Knaus et al., 1996; Wu et al., 1999), is broadly

recruited to RNAPII/III promoters in vivo (Rosonina et al.,

2009; Tavenet et al., 2009), and was implicated as a member

of the RNAPII preinitiation complex (Sikorski et al., 2011).

We therefore sought to determine whether Sub1 might modu-

late RNAPII start site choice. Notably, primer extension analysis
at ADH1 revealed that deleting SUB1 led to a significant

downstream shift in start site (Figures 7E and S7C). Slow

RNAPII TL mutant rpb1 F1086S (Figure 4B) and sua7 alleles

(Pinto et al., 1992) (Figure S6B) also initiate downstream

and are synthetic sick with sub1D. These data are consistent

with the notion that Sub1 promotes transcription initiation.

Double-mutant analysis revealed that sub1D also exacer-

bated the downstream start site shift of the slow RNAPII TL

allele rpb1 F1086S and slightly suppressed the rpb1 E1103G

allele (Figure 7E). Because sub1D has also been linked to

another RNA processing step, namely 30 end processing

(reviewed in Conesa and Acker, 2010), we examined the

effect of sub1D on splicing and observed a statistically sig-

nificant increase in splicing efficiency (p < 10�8; Table S5),

again phenocopying the slow RNAPII mutants (Figure 7F and

Table S5).

Based on these data, we propose a model in which transcrip-

tion start and splicing are intimately coupled with RNAPII

elongation: fast RNAPII mutations result in upstream transcrip-

tion start and diminished splicing, whereas slow mutations or

sub1D give rise to downstream transcription start and enhanced

splicing (Figure 7G). Given the possibility of direct coupling

between start site selection and downstream mRNA process-

ing, we globally measured splicing defects in sua7-3 (TFIIB)

(Pinto et al., 1994; Wu et al., 1999) and tgf2D261-273 (TFIIF)

(Eichner et al., 2010), mutants that exhibit downstream and up-

stream start site selection, respectively (Figure S6B). If splicing

were strictly coupled to start site choice, one would expect

these mutants to have similar splicing defects to the slow and

fast RNAPII mutants. However, such a correlation was not

observed (Figure S6C), suggesting that these processes are,

in fact, genetically separable. Taken together, these data sup-

port a model in which the catalytic rate of RNAPII has multiple,

separable effects on start site selection and mRNA processing

and highlight the importance of WT elongation rate for multiple

steps in gene expression.
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Figure 7. Genetic Interaction Patterns with Fast and Slow RNAPII Mutants Reveal Sub1 as a Transcription Factor that Regulates Start Site

Selection and Influences mRNA Splicing

(A) Genetic profiles of library mutants, sorted on the difference between their average interaction with fast and slow RNAPII mutants (Table S6).

(B) Patch tests examining the sensitivity of slow TL mutants to sub1D. WT RPB1 plasmid covering rpb1 mutants in left panel is lost in right panel.

(C) Spot tests examining the effect of sub1D on fast mutants in absence (left) and presence (right) of MPA.

(D) Comparison of sub1D effect on gene expression in rpb1 E1103G (difference between red and blue) andWT (difference between green and y = 0). Included are

all array transcripts exhibiting a >1.5-fold expression change in at least one of the three mutants. Transcripts are sorted by expression change in E1103G.

(E) Primer extension at ADH1 to map transcription start sites for rpb1 F1086S, E1103G, and sub1D (Figure S7C). Bar colors correspond to sequence windows in

the ADH1 schematic (top), and heights specify the mean fraction change of transcription start in mutant compared to WT. Error bars represent SD.

(F) Splicingmicroarray analysis of sub1D, as in Figure 6 (Table S5). Number of genes exhibiting >20% change in pre-mRNA-to-mature mRNA ratio (bars, scale on

left) and median I/J log2 ratio (asterisks, scale on right).

(G) Model for the effect of Sub1 and RNAPII activity on start site selection and splicing. Fast RNAPII mutations (class I) result in upstream transcription start and

diminished splicing efficiency, whereas sub1D or slow RNAPII mutations (class II) shift transcription start downstream and enhance splicing.

See also Figures S6 and S7 and Tables S4, S5, and S6.
DISCUSSION

In this study, we have described an important extension of our

E-MAP genetic interaction mapping strategy, the functional

interrogation of individual protein residues. We have first used

this approach to genetically dissect RNAPII and demonstrate

how the pE-MAP successfully characterized functionally

distinct, individual amino acids within this multifunctional com-

plex. This analysis provided not only insight into global struc-

ture-function relationships within RNAPII, but also specific

details about how RNAPII regulates and is regulated by different

factors and processes.

Insights into RNAPII Function Derived from the pE-MAP
Multiple aspects of the genetic interactionmap provided insights

into transcriptional regulation. First, by comparing the RNAPII

genetic interaction profiles with those from previous deletion/
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knockdown studies, we could assign function to individual resi-

dues, which allowed us to generate a point mutant-protein com-

plex connectivity map (Figures 3 and S3). Furthermore, analyzing

double mutants, both within RNAPII itself (Figures 5C and 5D)

and between RNAPII and other genes (Figure 7), allowed for a

better understanding of TL function, as well as the identification

of other factors that directly or indirectly impinge on RNAPII

activity. Indeed, the pE-MAP allowed us to identify putative tran-

scription factors (negative and positive), such as Sub1. Although

Sub1 was previously implicated at the promoter (Sikorski et al.,

2011), we here demonstrated that it positively regulates

RNAPII by influencing start site usage (Figure 7). The epistatic re-

lationships between fast RNAPII alleles and sub1D suggest that

Sub1 activity may be bypassed when RNAPII catalytic activity is

increased. Collectively, our data indicate that Sub1 plays a direct

role in transcriptional initiation and influences mRNA splicing,

possibly via its effect on elongation (Garcı́a et al., 2012).



Finally, structural analysis revealed that mutations close in

three-dimensional (3D) space have very similar genetic profiles,

including those in different subunits (Figure 2B), suggesting

that structural information is ultimately contained within the

pE-MAP and can be used to identify specific protein-protein

interaction interfaces. For example, the Rpb2 mutation E437G/

F442S, which shifts start site selection upstream, is in a domain

that contacts TFIIF at a region in which mutations also result in

upstream start site shifts (Chen et al., 2007; Eichner et al.,

2010). Furthermore, the identification of an Rpb7 mutant

(D166G) that alters start site selection is intriguing, as this region

interacts with TFIIH in a cryo-EM structure of the RNAPII preini-

tiation complex (He et al., 2013) and TFIIH also alters start site

selection (Goel et al., 2012). Therefore, the pE-MAP technique

could supplement other methods, such as crosslinking and

electron microscopy, to identify physically interacting protein

regions.

Coordination of Transcriptional Rate with Start Site
Selection and mRNA Splicing
The importance of maintaining WT rates of transcription is evi-

denced by the phenotypic defects observed in the fast and

slow mutants (Kaplan et al., 2012) (Figures 5 and 6), as well as

the striking mutual suppression seen when combining twomuta-

tions that individually make RNAPII slow or fast (Figures 5 and 6).

Interestingly, the pE-MAP identified two groups of RNAPII

mutants: one that preferentially initiates upstream and exhibits

an increased rate of transcription and one that initiates down-

stream and transcribes slowly (Figure 7) (Kaplan et al., 2012).

We propose that both phenotypes are direct consequences of

the efficiency of nucleotide selection and incorporation, as the

additionof thefirst nucleotidesat initiation isbiochemically similar

to adding nucleotides during elongation. These data support the

model that RNAPII engages in ‘‘scanning’’ during initiation in

S. cerevisiae (Giardina and Lis, 1993; Kaplan, 2013; Kaplan

et al., 2012; Kuehner and Brow, 2006). Whether RNAPII catalysis

drives this scanningorwhether scanningoccurs in theabsenceof

nucleotide incorporation, perhaps driven by TFIIH, is unknown.

We also note that, because changes in start site selection alter

the 50 UTR length and composition, initial transcription decisions

may have downstream effects on gene expression such as

changes in RNA stability or translational efficiency of the mRNA

(Arribere and Gilbert, 2013; Rojas-Duran and Gilbert, 2012).

The pE-MAP has allowed insights into the cotranscriptional

process of mRNA splicing. It is now clear that most introns are

removed while RNA polymerase is still associated with the

DNA template. In metazoans, alternative splicing decisions can

be influenced by factors impinging on transcription, including

promoter identity and polymerase speed (reviewed in Perales

and Bentley, 2009). Slowing the rate of elongation by mutation

of RNAPII or chemical means can improve the recognition of

splice sites that deviate from consensus signals (de la Mata

et al., 2003; Howe et al., 2003; Ip et al., 2011). Because the spli-

ceosome undergoes stepwise assembly on each intron, slowing

transcription can afford more time for formation of the catalyti-

cally active machine before transcription of a downstream,

stronger site. Although budding yeast lack alternative splicing,

it nonetheless follows that the efficiency of cotranscriptional
splicing would be favored by allowing sufficient time for spliceo-

some assembly. Indeed, recent work suggests that RNA poly-

merase may slow down to favor co- versus posttranscriptional

splicing (Aitken et al., 2011; Alexander et al., 2010; Carrillo

Oesterreich et al., 2010). Our microarray analyses that directly

compare faster and slower RNAPII show a clear trend in which

splicing efficiency is anticorrelated with transcription rate (Figure

6); thus, these results satisfy the predictions of kinetic coupling in

S. cerevisiae.

Interestingly, we observed correlation among start site selec-

tion, elongation rate, and splicing efficiency. In fact, promoter-

proximal events are known to be able to influence downstream

RNA transactions: promoter identity can influence alternative

splicing or mRNA stability in other systems (Cramer et al.,

1997; Harel-Sharvit et al., 2010; Trcek et al., 2011), and 50 UTR
length, determined by start site selection, can strongly alter

translation efficiency in budding yeast (Rojas-Duran and Gilbert,

2012). However, when we measured splicing efficiency using

mutants in the general transcription factors TFIIF and TFIIB

that alter start site selection, we found that not all initiation phe-

notypes are predictive of splicing efficiency (Figure S6C). This

suggests that RNAPII catalytic rate has several separable ef-

fects on gene expression, a claim supported by recent evidence

showing kinetic coupling between RNAPII transcription and

Sen1-dependent termination (Hazelbaker et al., 2013).

Taken together, our data highlight the important impact

of transcription speed determined by the genetic status of

RNAPII and trans-acting factors (e.g., Sub1) on start site selec-

tion and mRNA splicing. We propose that RNA polymerase

may have been evolutionarily tuned to coordinate between mul-

tiple steps in gene expression, and we predict that polymerase

rate may influence multiple additional cotranscriptional steps in

gene expression, including mRNP assembly, 30 end processing,

and export.

Future Studies Using the pE-MAP Approach
S. cerevisiae RNAPII provided the groundwork for validating the

pE-MAP approach. Application to other molecular machines,

including the ribosome, the proteasome, HSP70, HSP90, his-

tones, and DNA polymerases, should prove informative. This

analysis can also be carried out in other organisms that are

genetically tractable and are amenable to high-throughput ge-

netic interaction mapping, including S. pombe (Roguev et al.,

2008; Roguev et al., 2007; Ryan et al., 2012) and E. coli (Butland

et al., 2008; Typas et al., 2008). Furthermore, pE-MAPs could be

used to gain structural insight into proteins and complexes that

have unknown structures. Finally, as genetic interaction map-

ping strategies become more prevalent in mammalian cells

(Bassik et al., 2013; Laufer et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2012; Roguev

et al., 2013) and with the development of genome editing (Gaj

et al., 2013), similar work characterizing the function of individual

amino acids will have great impact on understanding how point

mutations in specific genes result in different disease states.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

E-MAP-compatible MATa RNAPII mutant strains carrying a marked rpb

deletion and mutant rpb on a CEN plasmid were mated with 1,200 MATa
Cell 154, 775–788, August 15, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 785



DAmP/deletion strains by pinning on solid media. Sporulation was induced,

and double-mutant MATa spores were isolated on selective media. Genetic

interactions were scored based on double-mutant colony sizes, which were

extracted using automated imaging software.

For gene expression and splicing arrays, total RNA was extracted from

mutant and WT log-phase cells. Competitive hybridizations were performed

between mutant and WT complementary DNA (cDNA) (splicing) or comple-

mentary RNA (cRNA) (gene expression).

CTF assays were carried out by plating strains carrying ade2-101 and a

chromosome VII fragment containing SUP11 on SC medium with 20%

adenine and measuring the fraction of red colonies. The red color caused by

ade2-101 is counteracted by SUP11; chromosome fragment loss results in

red colonies.

For transcription start site analysis, we performed primer extension from

a 32P end-labeled oligo annealed to total RNA. cDNAs were separated by

PAGE and bands quantified.

Detailed descriptions of experiments and computational analyses are pro-

vided in the Extended Experimental Procedures.
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Supplemental Information

EXTENDED EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Plate Phenotyping
Plate phenotyping of RNAPII mutants was done as described (Kaplan et al., 2012). Briefly, CEN LEU2 plasmids containing a mutant

rpb RNAPII subunit gene were transformed into an appropriate Leu- strain with corresponding endogenous RNAPII subunit gene

knocked out but complemented with aCENURA3WTRPB subunit gene. Leu+ transformants were patched on solid medium lacking

leucine and replica-plated tomedium lacking leucine but containing 5-fluoroorotic acid (5-FOA, Gold Biotechnology) to select against

cells maintaining RPBWT URA3 plasmids. sub1D + RNAPII mutant strains for direct testing of double mutant phenotypes were con-

structed based on CKY283 and analyzed in the same fashion as RNAPII single mutants. Yeast media used in phenotyping were pre-

pared as previously described (Amberg et al., 2005; Kaplan et al., 2012). YPD medium contained yeast extract (1% w/v final, BD),

peptone (2%w/v final, BD), dextrose (2%final w/v), bacto agar (2%, BD) and supplemental adenine and tryptophan. Alternate carbon

source YP media were YP raffinose (2% final w/v, USB) and YP raffinose (2% final w/v, USB) plus galactose (1% final w/v, Sigma-

Aldrich), with plates also containing antimycin A (1mg/ml, Sigma-Aldrich). Synthetic complete medium lacking leucine (SC-Leu) was

as described (Kaplan et al., 2012). Mycophenolic acid (MPA, Sigma-Aldrich) was added to SC-Leu at 20 mg/ml final concentration

from a 10 mg/ml stock in ethanol.

Galactose sensitivity or resistance (GalS or GalR, determined based on strain growth on YP raffinose plus galactose) phenotypes

are based on an allele ofGAL10, gal10D56, that has a deletion of themajorGAL10 polyadenylation signal (Greger et al., 2000; Greger

and Proudfoot, 1998; Kaplan et al., 2005). A consequence of this deletion is that GAL10 transcription reads through into the down-

streamGAL7 promoter, interfering withGAL7 expression. Under conditions where other Gal genes are expressed, specifically Gal1p,

Gal7 protein is required to prevent galactose toxicity caused by Galactose catabolism intermediate. Thus defects in GAL7 due to

transcriptional interference from gal10D56 cause the GalS phenotype, and resistance to this transcription defect leads to the GalR

phenotype.

The Spt� phenotype studied here relates to the LYS2 allele, lys2-128v (Simchen et al., 1984), and suppression of the lysine auxot-

rophy (Lys� phenotype) conferred by a Ty v element insertion into the 50 end of the LYS2 gene present in this allele. The suppression of

Lys� phenotype (growth on medium lacking lysine) is referred to as the Spt� phenotype.

RNAPII Subunit Mutagenesis
PCR-based random mutagenesis was performed to introduce mutations into RNAPII subunits. For each individual RNAPII sub-

unit, one or more screens were performed, mutagenizing different parts of longer subunit genes in different screens (RPO21/

RPB1 or RPB2), or the entire open reading frame (RPB3, RPB7, RPB11) for smaller subunit genes. Plasmids containing individual

subunits and flanking DNA allowing for expression and termination from native elements were constructed in pRS-based CEN,

low copy vectors (Sikorski and Hieter, 1989) for complementation of appropriate RNAPII subunit gene deletions. Mutagenesis

conditions were under standard PCR conditions (1.5 mM MgCl2, 200 mM dNTPs) where 6 individual reactions for each mutagen-

ized region were performed for 35 cycles of amplification followed by seeding of 6 additional reactions for 35 more cycles,

followed by pooling of second-round reactions for each mutagenized region. Mutagenized PCR products were transformed

into yeast along with appropriate gapped plasmid vector lacking most of the region to be mutagenized. Selection of vector

marker (LEU2) after transformation allowed plasmids putatively created through gap repair recombination between gapped-

vector and mutagenized PCR products to be obtained. These transformant populations represented putative mutant libraries

that were screened for mutant phenotypes upon standard plasmid shuffling (Boeke et al., 1987) to remove the wild-type RPB

plasmid, allowing the transformed plasmid to be the only copy of the particular RPB subunit in the colony. Following replica-

plating to 5FOA, plates were additionally replicated to a number of other media for phenotyping. Candidate mutants were

streaked and rescreened for phenotypes followed by either dominance/recessive/plasmid linkage tests or direct plasmid isolation

and retransformation to assay plasmid linkage/reproducibility of observed phenotypes. Mutant plasmids were isolated from yeast

by standard procedures and portions of insert that had been subjected to PCR in initial mutagenesis were sequenced to identify

alterations.

For RPB3, two independent replicate screens were performed, HindIII sites present in flanking genomic DNA were used to

remove wild-type sequence and gap-repair mutagenize the entirety of the RPB3 ORF in an individual screen. For RPB7, vector

XhoI and SacI sites were used to remove the entire RPB7 insert to allow mutagenesis of the entire RPB7 ORF. For RPB11, a vector

XhoI site and a HindIII site present in the 30 end of RPB11 were used to remove wild-type RPB11 and mutagenize the majority if

not all of the RPB11 ORF. For RPB2, three individual screens were performed: the first utilized NdeI and HindIII sites to remove

�700 base pairs of RPB2 ORF 50 sequence for mutagenesis, the second utilized HindIII and MscI to remove a 1.6 kb internal

ORF fragment for mutagenesis, and the third used an internal MscI and vector SacI site to remove a 1.6 kb RPB2 ORF 30 sequence
for mutagenesis. For RPO21/RPB1, three screens were performed. For the first, engineered silent BamHI and PstI restriction sites

were utilized for removal of an internal RPO21/RPB1 ORF fragment for mutagenesis. For the second, a 30 RPO21/RPB1 ORF

fragment up to the CTD was removed with digestion by XbaI and BsiWI for mutagenesis. For the third, the entire RPO21/RPB1

ORF 30 region was removed with digestion by XbaI-SnaBI for mutagenesis. In general, 3000-5000 colonies were screened per in-

dependent screen and mutagenesis levels were approximated by number of 5FOA-sensitive colonies (representing lethal mutations

and were between 2%–7% in different screens).
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For creation of URA3-marked CEN plasmids for pE-MAP screens, RNAPII alleles were moved from LEU2-marked CEN versions

into pRS316 or pRS416 by standard cloning procedures. URA3-marked RNAPII mutant plasmids were then transformed into

pE-MAP rpbD strains and screened for loss of WT RPB LEU2 plasmids.

pE-MAP Analysis
E-MAP amenable strains for RNAPII mutants were created by transformation of MATa spore selectable marker (mfa1p::HIS3) into

relevant MATa rpbD strains (NATr::rpbD complemented with WT RPB CEN LEU2 plasmid) via recombination into the CAN1 locus,

generatingmfa1p::HIS3::can1D. Mating type was switched toMATa following standard procedures and mutant rpb RNAPII subunit

genes were introduced on CEN URA3 plasmids, followed by screening for loss of WT RPB CEN LEU2 plasmid. Each of these strains

was then crossed with 1,200 MATa Kanr marked DAmP/deletion strains by pinning on solid media. Sporulation was induced and

MATa haploid spores were selected by replica plating onto media containing canavanine (selecting can1D haploids) and lacking

histidine (selectingMATa spores). Double mutant haploids were isolated on media containing nourseothrycin (selecting NATr::rpbD)

and G418 (selecting Kanr marked deletion/DAmP), and lacking uracil (selecting mutant RNAPII subunit on CEN URA3 plasmid).

Finally, double mutant colony sizes were extracted using imaging software, and genetic interaction scores computed using a

statistical scoring scheme described in (Collins et al., 2006). Detailed E-MAP experimental procedures are described in (Collins

et al., 2007b; Schuldiner et al., 2006).

ROC Curves
All library deletion mutants that exist in both the RNAPII pE-MAP and the previously published E-MAP (Collins et al., 2007b) were

extracted, resulting in 404 mutants used for this analysis. First, pairs of proteins encoded by these genes were defined as physically

interacting if listed with PE scores > 2 in (Collins et al., 2007a) and noninteracting if not. Next, Pearson correlation coefficients were

computed for all pairwise combinations of the 404 library mutants, based on their pE-MAP profiles. An ROC curve was then gener-

ated to determine the power of these correlations to predict physical interactions between encoded proteins. Prior to generating the

reference ROC curve from the published E-MAP, query strain profiles with more missing data than the sparsest RNAPII mutant were

removed. Additionally, all query mutants that were also represented in the library mutant set were removed. From this filtered E-MAP,

53 rows (query mutant profiles) were randomly selected 1,000 times, and an ROC curve was generated for each run. The median

AROC and corresponding curve are reported in Figure 2A.

Genome-wide Gene Expression
Strains were streaked from �80�C stocks onto plates and grown for 3 days. Liquid cultures were inoculated with independent col-

onies and grown overnight in Synthetic Complete (SC)medium: 2 g/l Drop outmix Complete and 6.71 g/l Yeast Nitrogen Basewithout

AA, Carbohydrate & w/AS (YNB) from US Biological (Swampscott, USA) with 2% D-glucose. Overnight cultures were diluted to

OD600 = 0.15 in 1.5 ml fresh medium and grown at 30�C in a 24 well plate in a Tecan Infinite F200 under continuous shaking. Growth

curves were made for the point mutant cultures (two cultures from two isolates) as well as for two WT inoculates, grown in parallel.

Mutant andWT cells were harvested by centrifugation (6100 rpm, 3min) at midlog phase at OD600 = 0.6, and pellets were immediately

frozen in liquid nitrogen after removal of supernatant. Up to eleven mutant strains could be grown on a single day. WT cultures were

grown parallel to the point mutants to assess day-to-day variance. RNA isolation and purification was performed (Lenstra et al.,

2011). In short, total RNA was prepared by phenol extraction and cleaned up using a customized Sciclone ALH 3000 Workstation.

For each sample, external control poly-A+ RNAs were added in equimolar amounts to the total RNA to enable monitoring of global

changes in mutants (van de Peppel et al., 2003). For each micro-array analysis, 1.25 mg labeled sample cRNA and 1.25 mg reference

cRNAwas hybridized per slide. Each hybridization performed within this project was subjected to a number of quality controls. Some

of these are based on the data from one single hybridization, while others are based on comparing data from one single hybridization

against the WT grown in parallel (Lenstra et al., 2011). Two channel microarrays were used. RNA isolated from a large amount of

WT yeast from a single culture was used as a common reference. This common reference was used in one of the channels for

each hybridization and used in the statistical analysis to obtain an average expression-profile for each mutant relative to the WT.

Two independent cultures were hybridized on two separate microarrays. Each gene is represented twice on themicroarray, resulting

in four measurements per mutant.

Correlations
All correlations are Pearson correlation coefficients, unless otherwise noted. Genetic interaction correlations are based on the com-

plete genetic interaction profiles, and gene expression correlations on the genome-wide expression profiles.

Identification of Functional Links between RNAPII Mutants and Protein Complexes
Published genetic interaction data (Costanzo et al., 2010) were scaled to E-MAP format using a nonlinear scaling method (Ryan et al.,

2012), and processed to remove duplicate entries of genes represented by more than one allele (deletion, temperature sensitive or

hypomorphic). If the deletion was present it was kept and all other alleles removed, and if no deletion existed the allele to keep was

selected randomly. Pearson correlation coefficients were computed for each RNAPII mutant against all genes in this data set, based

on the genetic interaction profiles with the intersecting library mutants. The genes were then grouped by membership in physical
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complexes of their encoded proteins. Complex definitions were collected from (Benschop et al., 2010), and modified by first

removing all binary complexes, and then excluding any gene assigned to more than one complex. To identify RNAPII allele-complex

pairs which were significantly correlated, we used a one-sided Mann-Whitney U test to compare the correlations between each

RNAPII mutant and the members of each complex to (i) the correlations between the same RNAPII mutant and all genes not in

that complex, and to (ii) the correlations between the same complex and all other RNAPII mutants. The highest p value of the

comparison to (i) or (ii) was recorded. False discovery rates (FDR) were computed using the method of Benjamini and Hochberg

(Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995), and are reported in Table S3.

Chromosome Transmission Fidelity Assay
RNA polymerase mutants containing a chromosome VII fragment and ade2-101 were generated. Red colony color is caused by

accumulation of pigment due to a block in adenine production caused by the ade2-101 (ochre) mutation. The block is relieved in

the presence of the SUP11 gene on the telocentric arm of the chromosome fragment, encoding an ochre-suppressing tRNATyr. Cells

that lose the chromosome VII fragment develop red color so that colonies exhibiting unstable inheritance of the chromosome frag-

ment develop red sectors. Mutant strains were plated at 100-400 cells a plate on synthetic complete medium with only 20% adenine

and left to grow into colonies for 7 days at 30�C. Replicates were counted to obtain the percentage of sectored colonies over total

colonies for each mutant strain (Spencer et al., 1990; Yuen et al., 2007).

Primer Extension for Start Site Selection Analysis
Primer extension assays were performed as previously described (Ranish and Hahn, 1991) with the following modifications. Briefly,

30 mg total yeast RNA purified as described (Schmitt et al., 1990) was annealed with 32P end-labeled oligo priming downstream of

start sites in a 15ml reaction volume instead of 10 ml, followed by reverse transcription reaction supplemented with RNase Inhibitor

(Fermentas) byM-MLVReverse Transcriptase (Fermentas), in a total volume of 45 ml instead of 30 ml. Products were separated on 8%

polyacrylamide gels (19:1 acrylamide:bisacrylamide) containing 1 3 TBE and 7M urea. tfg2D261-273 mutant plasmids were gifted

from the Hahn lab and used to integrate into yeast strain CKY283. Similarly, a sua7-3 allele plasmid was a gift of the Hampsey

lab, and were used to integrate sua7-3 into CKY283 (Table S1). Reported values are means derived from at least three independent

experiments.

Growth Rate Assay
Strains were cultured overnight in YPD, then resuspended to OD600 = 0.3 in the morning, and grown at 30�C until reaching OD600 =

0.7 - 1.0. These cultures were diluted in YPD to OD600 = 0.05, 100 ml/well, in a Corning Costar 3631 clear bottom 96-well plate. Each

culture was distributed into 3 wells as technical replicates. Plates were sealed with Corning 3930 clear polysterene lids, and edges

taped to avoid evaporation. Growth curves were measured at 30�C in a Tecan Infinite 200 PRO microplate reader, controlled by

Tecan Magellan software. OD600 measurements were performed every 15 min (top reading, 25 reads per well), with orbital shaking

during incubation. Curves were fitted to the measured time series with a model-free spline method from the grofit package (Kahm

et al., 2010), in the statistical computing environment R. Exponential growth rates were determined by grofit as the maximum slopes

of the spline fits. For each set of technical replicates, the log2 ratio of mutant to WT growth rate was computed. Reported averages

and SD were calculated over the log2 ratios in the three replicate sets.

Splicing Microarray Assay
Cultures were grown in rich medium according to standard techniques (Guthrie and Fink, 2002). Saturated cultures were diluted to

OD600 = 0.1 in themorning and allowed to grow at 30�C until reaching midlog phase (OD600 = 0.5-0.7). Mutant strains and an isogenic

WT were collected by centrifugation and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. Where indicated, a WT log-phase culture was treated with

mycophenolic acid (30 mg/ml) for 10 min, harvested using vacuum filtration and snap frozen in liquid nitrogen. Total cellular RNA

was isolated using a hot acid phenol extraction generally as outlined in (Schmitt et al., 1990), but with some specific modifications

(Bergkessel et al., 2011). cDNA from each strain was synthesized, and labeled with Cy3 or Cy5 according to the low-throughput sam-

ple preparation method (Pleiss et al., 2007). The optimized oligos (Pleiss et al., 2007) were robotically arrayed onto poly-L-lysine

coated glass slides (slides from ThermoScientific C40-5257-M20) and slides were processed according to (DeRisi et al., 1997; Pleiss

et al., 2007). Microarrays were scanned using Axon Instruments GenePix 4000B at 635 nm and 532 nm wavelengths and image

analysis was done using Axon Instruments GenePix Pro version 5.1. Spots were manually removed from analysis if they contained

uncharacteristically high background or obvious defects; the ratio of the median intensity for 635 nm and 532 nm was calculated

for each remaining spot. Each biological replicate contains 6 technical replicates for each feature as well as dye-flipped replicates,

which were combined and normalized (Pleiss et al., 2007). For all mutants, data from at least two biological replicates were used.

To emulate a classic splicing measure that compares the levels of pre-mRNA and mature mRNA (Pikielny and Rosbash, 1985),

we computed I/J ratios as log2(Intron/Junction) = log2(Intronmutant/IntronWT)-log2(Junctionmutant/JunctionWT) for each gene. Note

that all E, I, J and I/J reported in figures and tables are log2 ratios. The reported p values (Table S5) were calculated via one-sided

Wilcoxon signed rank tests, comparing each I/J distribution (log2) to that resulting from direct hybridization of cDNA from two

separately grown WT cultures.
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qPCR Assay for Splicing Efficiency
Splicing efficiency was measured by qPCR of cDNA as in (Pleiss et al., 2007) with modifications as described below. Ten mg of RNA

were treated with 4U RQ1 DNaseI (Promega) in 16 mL according to manufacturer instruction (20 min 37�C). 4 mL Stop Solution was

added, and DNase was inactivated by incubation at 65�C for 10min. Samples were primed with random 9-mers in 40 mL (50mM Tris-

HCl pH8.3, 75mMKCl, 3mMMgCl2, 10mMDTT, 400ng dN9; 5 min 65�C; 5min on ice) and divided into equal 40 mL reverse transcrip-

tion reactions withM-MLV reverse transcriptase (+RT or -RT in 50mMTris-HCl pH8.3, 75mMKCl, 3 mMMgCl2, 10mMDTT, 250 mM

each dNTP; 2 hr 42�C). qPCRs were performed in 25 mL consisting of 1X Standard Taq Buffer and 1.25U Taq (New England Biolabs),

200 mMeach dNTP, 0.0013% SYBRGreen I (Sigma), 600nM each primer, DMSO as needed (Table S5), and 253 - 25003 dilution of

cDNA (-RT samples diluted equivalently to match +RT). Amplification reactions were performed on a C1000 ThermoCycler (BioRad)

(94�C 3min and 35 cycles of 94�C 15 s, 50�C 15 s, 72�C 15 s, plate read). After cycling, each qPCR run was finished with amelt curve

to confirm homogeneity of the amplified product. Starting quantity was calculated from a genomic DNA standard curve for each

primer set; standard curve reactions not falling in the linear range were removed manually. Two technical replicates apiece were per-

formed for 2-8 biological replicates (F1086S n = 8, H1085Q n = 5, sub1D n = 2, MPA n = 3, E1103G n = 6, G1097D n = 5). -RT control

samples yielded negligible amplification (data not shown). Each gene was measured using primer sets specific for pre-mRNA and

total mRNA (Table S5). To generate the graph in Figure S6A, the pre-mRNA/total mRNA ratio for each mutant was normalized to

a within-experiment WT before taking the mean of the biological replicates.

Sorting Array Mutants on Their Interactions with Fast and Slow Mutants
Mean genetic interaction scores with the fast or slow RNAPII groups were calculated for all array mutants that have at least two

scores in each group. The 404 mutants with different signs of mean (fast) and mean (slow) were then sorted by the difference of

the means.
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Figure S1. Complete Collection of Spot Tests for Identification of GalR, MPA Sensitivity, and Spt� Phenotypes, Related to Figure 1

Spot tests on relevant media were carried out to identify RNAPII mutants that exhibit at least one of the three phenotypes, as described in Figure 1 and

Experimental Procedures. The order of RNAPII mutants follows that of the clustered pE-MAP (Figure S2 and Data S1).
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Figure S2. A High-Resolution Genetic Interaction Map of RNAPII Point Mutants, Related to Figure 2

The 53 pointmutants described in Figure 1Bwere genetically screened against a library of 1200mutants carrying single gene deletions or DAmP alleles (Table S1).

The resulting pE-MAP reports on a total of 59,534 genetic interactions between single residue point mutations and deletions of nonessential genes or DAmP

alleles of essential genes. The dendrograms organize the mutants functionally and were generated by 2-D hierarchical clustering. Several representative clusters

of library mutants that belong to the same complex or pathway are highlighted. The background colors of RNAPII mutant labels correspond to subunit andmatch

the color scheme in Figure 1.
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Figure S3. Functional Connections between RNAPII Mutants and Protein Complexes, Related to Figure 3

Functional associations between RNAPII mutants and protein complexes were determined as described in Figure 3 and Experimental Procedures. Edge widths

correspond to the statistical significance of connections, and only edges with a false discovery rate (FDR) < 0.1 are displayed (Table S3).
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B

C

D

Figure S4. Primer Extension Analysis at ADH1 to Identify the Effect of RNAPII Mutations on Start Site Selection and Data Relating to rpb2

E437G/F442S, Related to Figure 4

(A) Sequencing gel for primer extension analysis. Lanes 1-4 correspond to Sanger dideoxy sequencing reactions as reference ladders, and the following lanes

carry reverse transcription products from RNAPII alleles as indicated (Table S4).

(B) Primer extension analysis at ADH1 to map transcription start sites for rpb4D and rpb6 Q100R mutations. The colors of the bars correspond to the sequence

windows indicated in the ADH1 schematic (top) and the heights specify the fraction change of transcription start in the mutant compared to WT. Error bars

represent SD. Means and SD were derived from three independent experiments.

(C) Clustering of rpb2 E437G/F442S in pE-MAP.

(D) MPA sensitivity and Spt� phenotypes of rpb2 E437G/F442S.
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Figure S5. RNAPII Trigger Loop Double- and Single-Mutant Growth Rates and Profile Correlations between rpb1 E1103G, H1085Q, and

E1103G/H1085Q, Related to Figure 5

(A) Growth rates relative to WT of rpb1 E1103G, F1086S, H1085Q, E1103G/F1086S and E1103G/H1085Q. Error bars represent SD. Means and SD were derived

from three technical replicates.

(B) pE-MAP and gene expression (GE) profile correlations between rpb1 E1103G, H1085Q and E1103G/H1085Q.
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Figure S6. Confirmation of RNAPII Single-Mutant Splicing Phenotypes and Interrogation of Potential Connection between Splicing and Start

Site Selection, Related to Figures 6 and 7

(A) Pre-mRNA and total mRNA for transcripts from ASC1, IMD4, RPL27B and SCS22 were measured in the indicated strains and conditions. Shown are pre-

mRNA/total mRNA ratios, normalized to that of an untreatedWT. Light gray bars are data points that exhibited improved splicing in themicroarray; dark gray bars

are data points that exhibited a splicing defect in the microarray. Error bars represent SD of 2–8 biological replicates. ‘‘MPA’’ refers to a 10 min treatment of a WT

strain with mycophenolic acid.

(B) Primer extension analysis at ADH1 to map transcription start sites for mutations in TFIIB (sua7-3) and TFIIF (tfg2D261-273). The colors of the bars correspond

to the sequence windows indicated in the ADH1 schematic (top) and the heights specify the fraction change of transcription start in the mutant compared to WT.

Error bars represent SD. Means and SD were derived from three independent experiments.

(C) TFIIB (sua7-3) and TFIIF (tfg2D261-273) mutants were analyzed on splicing microarrays, as described in Figure 6 (Table S5). Median I/J log2 ratios for the

complete profiles of the TFII mutants are shown in the left panel, with WT, a slow and a fast rpb1 mutant included for reference in the right panel.
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Figure S7. Spot Tests to Determine GalR, MPA Sensitivity, and Spt� Phenotypes of sub1D or Other Deletion Mutants with Fast and Slow

RNAPII Alleles and Primer Extension of sub1D Mutants, Related to Figure 7

(A) Spot tests on relevant media were carried out to determine the effects of sub1D on the transcription-related phenotypes of fast and slow RNAPII alleles, as

described in Figure 1 and Experimental Procedures.

(B) Spot tests on relevant media were carried out to determine the effects of deleting known or predicted transcription factors on the transcription-related

phenotypes of fast and slow RNAPII alleles, as described in Figure 1 and Experimental Procedures.

(C) Primer extension analysis at ADH1 to identify the effects of sub1D on start site selection. Lanes 1-4 correspond to Sanger dideoxy sequencing reactions as

reference ladders and the following lanes carry reverse transcription products from RNAPII mutants in SUB1 and sub1D background as indicated (Table S4).
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